
Introduction 338 Lapua, The ultimate Rifle 

l am, Robert H. James, Bob. I just tuned 77 years old. I started gun makingg 
at age 15. I have never slowed down. It has been a passion to produce art and 
function as well as create the ultimate rifle. The ultimate rifle must have bench 
rest accuracy, beauty, classic lines, good balance, low recoil, beautiful metal and 
wood, and most of all be able to take any environment that man and nature can put 

it through without change. "If nothing changes, everything remains the same." 

Over the years, I have tried everything as you might expect. I feel the gun 
industry had achieved this years ago in metal parts; but, had not in the stocking 
part. Although some of the composites are good in the function part they fail 
terribly in the art end of things. They are cold, no personality and are not even 
pleasant to look at. You can throw 50 of them in a pile and you will have trouble 
finding your gun. Where with wood, each one is different; it is more beautiful and 

has its own personality. Each one is different. We can enjoy a conversation about 
our gun and how it is diferent from anyone else's. I have enjoyed many an hour 
setting on a mountain side just admiring my beautiful wood stock. However, we 
still had one problem. It would not fit one criteria, it was subject to change. For 
some of us, we were able to go through thousands of pieces and find that one 
perfect piece and it worked prety well. That is until a process called heat treating 
came along. 

Here is how it happened with me. At age 70, I had tried everything and 
pretty "set in my ways". One day a gentleman by the name of Marty Perkins came 
by the shop with a stick of wood, heat treated maple, "remember I am set in my 

opinions". I was polite but no thanks, probably informed him of my 65 years of 

knowledge about wood. Mr. Perkins was very kind and persistent and continued to 

stop by and visit until one day; he gave me a blank and asked me to run my own 
test. The beginning I did every test I could think of and I even called a lab in 
Finland who had tested the wood. Since then, I have built several guns with this 
material and have been overly surprised and pleased. All the while, I wanted to 
come up with the ultimate test that is where this rifle comes into the picture. It 

must be a 1500 yard gun less than 10 lbs. It had to be fun to hold, shoot and good 
to look at. It could not change under any conditions. The following tests have 
proven to me that we have not only achieved this but have surpassed our 

expectations. I feel my 338 Lapua is the ultimate rifle. 

I personally think this is the product of the future and anyone who has a 
desire for art and function, will gladly pay a premium for this product. We only 
need to let the public know that it exists. 



After gun was completed, the barrel was broken in correctly shooting 60 

rounds. An accuracy load was developed and the gun was sighted in at 400 

yards. The testing then began. 

Test #1: This was the sight in test. 
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Test #2: The gun wns totnlly «ubmerged in water and left for 24 hours. The 

ice had to be broken to remove. The barrel was swabbed out and the gun was 

shot to produce this test. 
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Test #3: An upright freezer was used for this test. After turning to off 
position an electric heater was installed and regulated to 150° F. for 24 hours 
to remove any humidity. The gun was then placed in the heat chamber at 
150 and left for 24 hours. The barrel was again swabbed out and the gun 
shot to produce this test. 
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Test #4: Back to the freezer in an on position and regulated to -20° F. The 
gun was again left in the freezer at -20°F for 24 hours. The barrel then was 
swabbed out. The gun was again shot to produce this test. 
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Test #5: The final test was for strength. The muzzle break was removed 
along with the recoil pad. The gun was placed in a rest free of tie downs with 

the butt of the stock against a cement wall. A maximum load was developed 
for a 300 grain Sierra bullet and 10 rounds were fired by the use of a 
hydraulic trigger release. After which, the stoek was check with magniflex 

which revealed no cracks or fractures. 

These tests plus many others I have conducted, prove to me and should to you, 
that we have developed the strongest, most stable, beautiful wood stock that 
has ever been produced. To own one of these pieces should be an honor and 
demand a premium price. 

Respectfully, 

Bob James 
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